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OFFICIAL LICENSEE OF:

XZIPIT DISPLAY PILLOWS

FEATURES

DreamSeat makes it easy to reuse & showcase any logo panel by turning them into a display pillow! Simply 
blow up the inflatable pillow insert and zip the embroidered Logo panel onto the pillow ends and in seconds, 
you have a comfortable gift for any potential client, customer, guest, fan or for yourself featuring the same 
beautifully embroidered logo panels that adorned your DreamSeat furniture.

• Create A One-Of-A-Kind Gift
• Display Your Unused Panels
• High-Quality Synthetic Leather
• 8.25”L x 11”W X 8.25” H

Step 1
Determine The Left and 
Right Side of the Pillow 
Ends

The left end will have the 
insertion pin on the right 
side and vice versa.

Step 2
Attach Left Pillow End 
with Left Side of Your 
Logo Panel

Look for the side of the 
logo panel with the XZipit 
Pull Tab.

Step 3
Attach Right Pillow End 
to the Right Side of the 
Logo Panel

Be sure to keep the panel 
even on both sides and 
only zipper about a ¼ 
leaving room to insert the 
inflatable pillow.

Step 4
Inflate
the Bladder

Inflate the bladder to your 
desired firmness. Similar 
to a beach ball, make sure 
the air nozzle is firmly 
closed and pushed in. 

Step 5
Insert Bladder Between 
The Pillow Ends and Zip 
Closed

Inflated pillow should 
fit snuggly between the 
ends. Zipper closed each 
side little by little making 
sure it is even and straight.

Left Pillow End

Right Pillow End

Inflatable Bladder Insert

Logo Panel
(Not Included & Purchased Seperately)

Step 6
Tuck Panel Tail Inside 
Your Pillow

Carefully tuck the tail 
of the pillow inside the 
pillow. Run your hand 
inside to make sure the 
corners are laying flat to 
prevent creasing. 

Setting Up Your XZipit Storage Display Pillow:


